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Dear Readers,
First and foremost as we start the new year, I would like to personally wish the very best for your professional endeavours and for
your personal life.
During 2012, Taghleef Industries continued to make strides in the construction of a world leading industrial organization dedicated
principally to servicing the packaging industry. Not only did we expand geographically through the acquisition of AET, but we also
significantly reinforced our technical and research abilities. The combined forces of our operations and the increasing integration of
our talents allows us to stay ahead in servicing our customers when compared to competition.
For 2013, the challenges, both external and internal remain significant. On the external front, all the market forces are in action
to resolve sluggish growth, margin compression and supply imbalance sometimes irrationally. On the internal front, we continue
adapting to the market conditions and building on our success factors. We are a lean, flat and agile organization. We are facing and
resolving issues in real time. We are able to observe the market throughout the world and adapt our answer in each region. We crossreference our technologies and our supply chain skills. We continue to modernize our assets and raise standards on efficiency and
quality. During the 3rd quarter, we will commission a new high speed line in Egypt, a fruit of hard planning and engineering work,
and this will be another major step for Taghleef Industries.
Happy new year to all of you and again best wishes.

											
Detlef Schuhmann
											
Ti CEO
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Ti L.L.C.

Headquarters
Dubai, U.A.E.

USA metallizer relocation
ahead of schedule!

Ti S.A.O.C.

Sohar
Sultanate of Oman

Worldwide Ti Teamwork completes Oman –
MENA to Terre Haute, IN.
One of the first activities following the closure of the Ti purchase of AET
Films Inc. was to announce the relocation of a metallizer from the Oman
facility to the AET Films facility in Terre Haute, Indiana USA. The purpose
of the project was to allow Ti - AET Films to cost effectively compete
in the large North American metallized film segment by upgrading AET’s
current metallization capability.
The project required relocating a state of the art GVE K5000 metallizer from
the Ti Oman facility coupled with a secondary slitter for metallized films
to the U.S. plant located in Terre Haute, Indiana. The major components
of the project were a GVE K5000 - 2.85 meter vacuum web metallizer
with auxiliary equipment. General K5000 has the highest productivity of
machines in its class. The unit is equipped with the latest state of the art
technology and auxiliary equipment including plasma treatment.

Ti S.A.E.
Cairo
Egypt

Ti S.p.A.

San Giorgio di Nogaro (UD)
Italy

The project was a complete worldwide team-effort resulting in the
project being completed in sixteen weeks - two weeks ahead of the goal
of 18 weeks for the program.
1. Oman engineers and technicians dismantled the metallizer and
prepared the unit for shipping to the United States. Several months
later they came to the U.S. and worked with the AET site team providing
installation support.
2. Ti and AET logistics worked to effectively ship the 33 ton unit 7,500
miles with the machinery arriving in excellent condition overcoming
weight, height and load restrictions.
3. The Ti - AET teams worked closely with Walter Nosotti providing
technical assistance and recommendations for equipment start-up.
4. Well before installation, a team of engineers and operators from the
U.S. traveled to Ti Dubai and Ti Oman for training on the metallizers.
The Teams in Dubai and Oman provided valuable training and
experience for the new operators in the U.S. Supervisors and operators
from Oman and Dubai came to the U.S. at startup to provide hands on
training and assistance.
5. The AET team of engineers, led by Brad Roush and Mike Westerfield,
provided overall project planning including site preparation, a huge task
supplying utilities to the unit, installation, and testing. Teams from GVE and
the secondary slitter assisted in machine preparation and qualification.
6. The AET operations team, led by Bruce Forthun and Paul Ghejan,
learned to produce metallized films, commissioned the equipment, and
worked with the planning and sales team to qualify the full line of clear
metallized and white metallized films for the North American market.
Since the first metallization of film on October 6th, 2012, the metallizer
has been steadily increasing output as sales of metallized films grow.
The operations group will continue driving the machine to full output
in concert with metallized film sales in North America. The project
will allow Ti to bring metallization in-house - capitalizing on Ti’s strong
position in metallization technology, reduce costs, increase quality
control, and provide faster support for our customers. Congratulations to
the complete Ti team, as they achieved all of the targets for the project in
a safe and effective manner.
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USA

Pack Expo Wrap Up
Pack Expo 2012 rolled into McCormick Place in downtown Chicago during the last week of
October. Beginning on October 29 and running
through October 31, the largest packaging show
in North America showcased a wide variety of
equipment manufacturers, converters, substrate
manufacturers and other packaging industry contributors. The show itself covered over 1.1 million
ft2 (102,000 m2) with almost 2,000 exhibitors displaying their products and services for slightly
over 45,000 attendees. In presenting our booth to the attendees, it was important to show that
our two organizations have come together in the Americas and expanded our global reach. The
Ti and AET logos were paired together at the top of the booth and a global map was positioned in the front and center of the booth calling out
our combined manufacturing sites and sales offices. A space was dedicated to key market areas of Snacks, Confectionery, High Barrier (including Extendo®), Overwrap and Baked Goods for the Flexible Packaging Group and Roll-Fed, Vision® Shrink, Injection In-Mold, Pressure Sensitive
and Cut & Stack for the Labels Group. Additionally, we included an area for sustainability to support
current business practices of reducing raw materials by making thinner films, utilizing renewable resources such as PLA for Nativia® and incorporating recycled content into current films branded under
RE®. Lastly, a presentation loop detailed our combined organization, sustainability initiatives and focus
markets for our booth visitors.
In addition to the booth, invitation only hospitality events (a luncheon & a cocktail reception) were
held for further interaction with customers, allied suppliers and end-users. Each event was well atKen Gaylor, new Vice President Sales &
Duncan Henshall, Business Director Food

tended and provided an opportunity for direct interaction in a relaxed environment. During the show,
the booth volume was high with many new and existing customers looking to expand their current

business. We noticed a higher volume of international inquiries primarily from Latin America; however, most of the volume, as expected, was
from North American companies. Our visitors primarily supported the Baked Goods, Snacks, Beverage, Dairy and Confectionery markets.

IMLCON
On October 4th & 5th, Ti and AET jointly showcased the newly expanded offering of injection in-mold
labeling films at the 2012 IMLCON in Chicago, IL. Organized by Alexander Watson & Associates (AWA),
IMLCON is a premier annual industry conference in North America,
attended by key global organizations utilizing decorating technologies
such as Injection In-Mold, Extrusion Blow Mold, and In-Mold Decorating
for durable goods.
The conference provides excellent networking opportunities to a
focused industry group. Up-to-date market information and data
supporting both new and trending technologies in this emerging market were presented over both
days of the conference. As a sponsor of IMLCON, Ti and AET utilized their table top space to display
commercial films, successful end-use applications and promote the new Ti and AET organization as a
global leader in the OPP films industry.
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Injection In-Mold Label Films: North America
In-Mold Decorating can be segmented into two technologies: Extrusion Blow Mold and Injection In-Mold. In comparison to the European Market
which is predominantly Injection In-mold, the North American market is predominantly Extrusion Blow Mold. However in North America, I-IML
has been an emerging market over the years with more than 10% volume growth year over year displacing EB-IML and other labeling technologies.  
Historically, the North American I-IML market had been serviced by European film manufactures and label printers. However, with the growth
of the market, domestic supply of film and labels has been in high demand.
The learning curve was steep, but AET has successfully developed a full line of I-IML films to meet the unique requirements of the North American
market. Similar to other regions of the world, AET was required to design White Opaque Voided, Solid-Core White, and Transparent films.
However, with the emerging growth of I-IML, the North America market was adopting the latest molding equipment and utilizing robotic
“Cut-In-Place” technology. Therefore, AET responded with custom engineered films for use with this
technology. The market also demanded labels to provide high gloss, protected ink, better performance
and dishwasher safe containers. Again, AET responded with a portfolio of lamination grade I-IML films
that achieve those required attributes.
These films, along with the portfolio of In-Mold films from Ti, will complement AET’s offerings to the
Americas.
Markets continually evolve and the In-Mold label market is no exception. The future is exciting and
emerging trends may require that films be designed and developed with barrier properties, metallized
surfaces for enhanced graphics, and to be used on the latest high speed molding equipment.
The partnership of Ti and AET is ready for the challenge!

Label Expo Americas
The Label Expo Americas 2012, the largest labels trade show in North America, was held September 11 - 13 in
Rosemont, IL. The show attracted record attendance exceeding 14,300 attendees and over 400 exhibitors.
Many key business leaders throughout the supply chain such as substrate suppliers, label converters, ink and
coatings suppliers, automation and equipment manufacturers, and end-users were in attendance.
As the first large scale trade show to display both Ti and AET together in the North American marketplace,
booth traffic was high and customers were showing their support for the organization.
The key product areas on display were
pressure sensitive and injection in-mold
label films. Other product areas on display
included Vision® Shrink label, Roll-Fed
and Cut and Stack label films. The 2012 Label Expo Americas show
was deemed a success as both Ti and AET were able to connect with
existing customers as well as generate new leads on commercial and
developmental projects for 2013.

Lucija Kralj, Eugenio Vives, Louella Dixon, Steve Chilcote & Ben Tuttle
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ASIA PACIFIC

30 Years of The Wodonga Plant
The 19th November 2012 marked the 30th anniversary of the official opening of Shorko (Ti) Australia in Wodonga, Victoria.
Shorko Australia pioneered the manufacturing of BOPP films in Australia. Before then, all BOPP films sold in Australia were imported mainly from UK and Europe. Having begun construction in mid 1981, Shorko were producing commercial quantities by July 1982. The new
3.5m line had a rated capacity of 3,500tpa. As in any adventure, the early pioneers at Shorko had a massive challenge ahead of them, as total
sales of imported Shorko UK films for 1981 were 600tonnes. However, motivated by the prospect of local production delivering improved
service and relevance to the local and regional markets, the sales team was mobilized with a new enthusiasm, ably supported by a highly
trained production team mixing experienced operators with locals keen to participate in the new venture. Sales grew in ANZ, and expanded
into SEA markets including Philippines, Malaysia and Thailand.

Over the course of the last 30 years some
of the investments have been;
1986 : Line 1 capacity upgrade
1989 : Installation of Line 2
1997 : Line 2 capacity upgrade
1999 : Installation of Line 3
2000 : Installation of 5-layer die on Line 2
2003 : Australia’s first in-house metallizer
2008 : Second metallizer
2012 : Line 3 upgrade to high output 5-layer capability.

And so it was - Shorko Australia grew from
humble beginnings into the leading supplier
of quality performance BOPP films in the
region and continues to this day providing
a wide range of films and solutions to
regional customers in Packaging and Label,
Food and Non Food markets. On Monday
the 19th November we paused to remember
our humble beginnings and give thanks to
our future as part of the Ti Group. Most
importantly, we thank our customers past,
present and future, without whose support,
challenges and criticisms, our rich history
and bright future would still be a dream.

‘The Technology tree’ - planted
in 1982 at the Wodonga site
to symbolise the transfer of 21
years of BCL BOPP technology
to Australia and the creation of
a new industry. It also represents
a commitment to continuous
and growing technological
development
1982 - 2012
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China In-Mold Label Film & Technology Seminar
Ti jointly hosted the first industry wide In-Mold Label Film and Technology Seminar in Shanghai,
China on 31st October 2012 at the Sheraton Shanghai Hongqaio Hotel. The co-host was our
valued local distributor and highly respected Chinese based converter, XinShan Group - Shanghai
Darong Packaging Materials Co.
IML is a rapidly growing market sector in the Asia Pacific region and Ti is committed to establishing
a strong regional presence to support this growth and to build a strong specialty business.
Working in partnership with Shanghai Darong
has been a mutually beneficial relationship and a
good strategy to bring this goal closer to fruition.
The IML technical seminar was our first attempt to collaborate to a wide audience in China
about various important IML topics and bring together all those involved in the supply chain in
order to educate, network and share information. As a global provider of packaging solutions,
hosting these events not only allows us to share our expertise, but also to listen and learn from
the market and help promote a better understanding between those involved. All presentations
were communicated in Chinese and topics covered included global IML market review, Ti IML
product range and film solutions, IML ink and overlacquer technology, injection mold and
machine technology, robotics technology and Shanghai Darong’s IML live examples. In addition, various exhibits of IML samples from local
and global markets were on display to demonstrate to delegates the diversity of end-user applications for IML technology. Attendance for the
seminar was excellent with 110 delegates filling the function room. Ti is highly appreciative of everyone who attended the event, with many
making an effort to travel long distances.
The delegates were from a range of IML related sectors from several different divisions like Procurement, Production, Technical Service and R&D.
Also, many CEO’s and Directors from leading companies were in attendance.
Attendee sectors represented

17%

End - users

31%
17%

Moluder

11%

Robotics

6%

Mold machine

3%

Mold - making

2%

Ink supplier

9%
4%

Ti & Xinshan

Converter

Presenters for the seminar included Ti personnel:
• Mark Grice - Sales & Marketing Manager
• Steve Hodgson - Sales Manager Labels
• Hongguang Zhong - Account Executive China
Alongside
• A local ink expert from from DIC
• Injection Mold & Machine Technology experts
from Damag and Haitian
• Robotics’ Technology experts from
Wittmann and Weih Lih
• Personnel from Shanghai Darong.

Temporary

Mark Grice - Sales & Marketing Manager delivered the opening speech and stated “Ti Australia, as part of the Ti Global Network of Operations
is proud to be sponsoring, in conjunction with Shanghai Darong, such a landmark event for customers and potential customers in China”.
Acknowledging the “full-house” attendance, he added that “Bringing together all segments of the supply chain provides benefits to all customers
and stakeholders in promoting the successes and further development of leading edge IML technology in China”. The seminar was followed by
a sit down meal on the waterside overlooking the beautiful Bund in downtown Shanghai. Several customers were in attendance which enabled
further interaction, collaboration and networking in a relaxed setting. General feedback from the attendees included “it was a very useful
event and we are very impressed about the detailed explanation provided for IML label technology”. Also, “it’s of great value to audiences for
the whole supply chain to stand together to discuss technical matters and seek mutual understandings to improve and further develop IML
technology”. Overall, the entire event was a big success and we would like to extend our gratitude to all delegates for their attendance and kind
feedback. We look forward to re-connecting in the near future and hearing about ongoing IML success stories.
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ASIA PACIFIC/MIDDLE-EAST

On the road with ti technical
Seminars - asean region
As part of Ti’s global reach and commitment to serving new and
existing markets, a team from Ti Australia and Ti Mena conducted
a series of targeted and informative interactive seminars, bringing
together participants from across the region. Our first ever ‘roadshow’
specifically targeted to address the markets we presented in, truly
underlines the benefits of being able to share information in an
informative setting. With the collaborative efforts across the
organizing and marketing team, the seminars also provided the
opportunity to launch and share our specific product portfolio
for food, label and other applications exclusively designed for the
ASEAN market, which can also be found on our website at www.tifilms.com/asia-pacific/en/products/bopp-introduction

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
September 18th 2012
Our first seminar was successfully attended by forty-two participants
across the thirteen states of Malaysia along with companies from
Singapore and Taiwan. A total of seventeen companies, six of which
were from the top ten biggest converters in the country were also
represented. Support was also provided by Ti’s agent for Malaysia,
MINWA and promoter, DNP. The theme for this seminar focused
on label solutions in terms of IML, WAL & SAL and a discussion on
packaging solutions which covered high barrier metalized films and
high speed packaging solutions. It was indeed another milestone for
Ti, not only for providing future opportunities in the Malaysian market
but also for achieving the objective of introducing the company’s wide
range of specialty films including EXTENDO™ , targeting environmental
awareness in terms of bio-plastic - NATIVIA™ and increasing the
awareness of converters about barrier property requirements for long
shelf-life, cost effectiveness, high speed and overall better aesthetics.
All these supported by multiple Ti production facilities which gave
the Malaysian converters a better understanding of the company’s
flexibility in terms of transit and production lead time.

The presenters from Ti gave a very enriching discussion on each
individual topic covered, with the team consisting of:
• Patrick Desies - Chief of Sales & Marketing (opening the program)
• Muhammad Ali Mirza - Head of Sales & Marketing AMEA
(Ti introduction covering Ti’s global reach and a brief discussion on
EXTENDO & NATIVIA)
• Mark Grice - Sales & Marketing Manager
(introduction to Ti Australia)
• Karl Salvador - Sales Representative Trainee (market overview of
Malaysia highlighting Ti’s achievement in the country to date)
• Steve Hodgson - Business Development Manager
(Technical Presentations)

Bangkok, Thailand
September 20th 2012
Ti’s second Technical Seminar took place at The St Regis Hotel
& Residence. A total of ninety-one guests, excluding the Ti team,
attended the seminar with more then twenty-five convertors and
end-users represented. As the first ever event of its kind by any BOPP
film producer in Thailand, Ti provided plenty of knowledge to the
Industry about flexible packaging in other parts of the developed
world. During the Q&A session, guests participated actively and asked
many question about Ti Barrier films, NATIVIA™, IML, & technical
properties of our films. Most of the converters are using multilayers structure with MPET & Alufoil in Coffee, Snacks & Detergent
applications. Ti was able to introduce our two side treated & high
barrier metalized film (ZNV) in 15 & 18 µm to replace MPET & Alufoil
and talk about its benefits and technical properties. Other areas

Steve Hodgson, Patrick Desies, Muhammad Ali Mirza, Mark Grice,
Shahid Imran, Muhammad Shafiq
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of interest to the attendees included our IML, NATIVIA™ (BOPLA),
EXTENDO™ (very high barrier) and various High Barrier Metallized
BOPP Films. Thailand has a population of 66.7 million and GDP per
capita of US$9,700 in 2011 with growth of 3.5%, expected to increase
4.5% in 2012. Thailand flexible packaging demand is growing at around
8.21% with many drivers for this growth such as;

ti in India,
Labelexpo 2012

• Fast changing lifestyles, increased earnings, especially more demand
for packaged food
• Rising standards of food safety and hygiene
• Growth in segments like confectionery, snacks, instant drinks, readyto-cook meals.
• Growth in small packs sizes such as 3ml, 5ml shampoo, 16gm stick
packs of coffee and 3-in-1 coffee, sugar and milk powder products.
• Growth in international trade for packaged foods and consumer
goods. Thailand is one of the world’s top ten producers and exporters
of food products like rice, cereals, meat, seafood, and fish.
• The number of Thai consumers using supermarkets, hypermarkets
and convenience retailers as their main shopping channel continues
to increase driving sales of packaged foods.

The third edition of Labelexpo
India, from 29th October to 1st
November, was a huge success
recording 33% more visitors
from the previous show, in line
with the double digit growth
of the label and packaging
industry in India. It was evident
from the vibrant atmosphere in the venue - Pragati Maidan in New
Delhi - as the aisles were packed long before 11am, the show’s
start time! Since its inception, Lablelexpo India has been hugely
popular among the flexible packaging industry, but this was the
first time Ti attended. With most shows in South Asia tending to
be mostly crowded with machinery manufacturers, our presence
was particularly attractive to visitors who could view and discuss
substrates too. The impressive Ti stand attracted more than 250
visitors in four days. Key technical and commercial meetings were
also held with the major self adhesive label stocks suppliers - the
highest growing labels segment. The current growth rate of SAL is
more than 20% but it is set to climb higher with the opening up of
organized retail sector for FDI.

Manila, Philippines
October 17th 2012
This event was a seven-hour seminar held at the Marriott, Resorts
World Manila, with fifty-two delegates from eighteen companies
in attendance. The Ti team was also joined and supported by two
representatives from Ti’s Hong Kong-based agent, S.E. Holdings. Out of
the three seminars this was the most interactive in terms of breakout
sessions. Of the presentations, two major topics captured the interest
of the audience - the IML and NATIVIA (BOPLA) segment. IML is a
blooming market in the SEA region and is now getting popular with
most
converters
and end-users in
the Philippines. Ti’s
IML presentation
can be considered
as one of the first
undertaken
in
the country by a
worldwide leading
BOPP manufacturer. Second is the presentation on BOPLA, NATIVIA
and is of special interest as some major cities in the country have
already banned the use of plastics, meaning the discussion on bioplastics is very timely for the Philippine market. The same line up
of presentations undertaken in Thailand were repeated here, with
exception of SAL, which is for specific converters only and not for the
general audience. Overall, Ti received unanimous positive feedback
for all the topics presented and the audience found them to be both
interesting and enriching.

With the high growth, the Indian label industry is crowded, so the
key printers of SAL are looking to add value to their products with
highly productive and innovative offers. There is growing interest
in IML technology so the Ti stand was an ideal platform for these
discussions. Wrap Around Labeling is also growing due to increases
in the soft drinks industry. WAL users who visited the Ti stand were
excited about Ti’s unique offer of low density films. In the shrink
sleeves market, particularly with the growth of branded juices, Ti’s
medium shrink BOPP films were an interesting discussion point as
the market looks up to global practices. Finally, BOPLA (NATIVIA™)
labels displayed were a crowd puller, declaring the distinctive
position of Ti among the global manufacturers.
Overall, it was an
exciting opportunity
for Ti to appreciate its
long term relationship
with the growing Indian
market as well as to
showcase its innovative
global solutions and
demonstrating
the
learning acquired from the local demands.

Future Ti Technical Seminars…
With the success of this roadshow, the seminar team is already
planning further ones in early 2013 with the next stop Jakarta,
Indonesia.
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MIDDLE EAST

Our expertise, a catalyst for our valued
representatives to grow further
On 10 September, 2012, Taghleef Industries held a Technical seminar at Al Behar Industries office
in Amman, Jordan. Since 2003, Al Behar Industries has been Ti’s representative in Jordan and
has played an important role since then in maintaining Ti’s leadership in the market through
their long term relationships in the country & surrounding Export markets in the food & flexible
packaging industry Among several other representations Al Behar has, the most significant are
Wilmar, Singapore for Palm Oil & its derivates, Schib, Italy for food packaging machines and the
recently acquired agency from Sabic for High Performance Chemicals.
The Jordanian Bopp market is relatively small with forecasted consumption of 10,000 Metric
Tons of Bopp in 2013 (CAGR 6.5%). However, the market increased recently due to the shifting
of some export customers such as Iraqi end users from Syria to Jordan as a better alternative
due to the ongoing situation in Syria.
The objective of the seminar was to give the Al Behar sales force an overview of Ti’s product
portfolio, characteristic features of the films, role of key properties in packaging, intended applications and markets segments to target/
penetrate. The discussion was also focused on providing information and updates on the latest developments, innovations and technologies
in the flexible packaging industry.
The seminar was attended by Muhammad Ali Mirza (Head of Sales and Marketing AMEA),
Ibrahim Hammoda (Deputy Manager Sales AMEA), Rana Darwish (Customer Service
Representative) and Abhijit Ghosh (Group Technical Service Manager). Muhammad Ali
Mirza, who led the discussion, went on by explaining the roles of technical service
support, underlining their added value to the customers business. Twelve people
attended the Seminar from the Al Behar industries team along with the Al Behar
Industries General manager, Faris H. Faris. Faris commented “It was great initiative from
Ti and will surely help our sales force to better understand the BOPP films market and
respond accordingly to customer inquiries”.

Michelle Marie Buraga
Customer Service Representative

Michelle Bruga is the new Customer Service Representative for the AMEA markets based in Dubai. She is a
Filipino national, with 9 ½ years sales and marketing experience as a Senior Product Specialist for a multinational
company in the pharmaceuticals industry and one year of customer service/technical support experience in the BPO Industry. She holds
a Bachelors degree in Physical Therapy and also a Registered Physical Therapist in the Philippines.
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ti Celebrate Emballage‘s 40Th Birthday
				
With
The 40th edition of the “Salon de l’Emballage” in Paris was one
of the most successful in its history: 1300 exhibitors presenting
more than 500 brands, registering an attendance of 85,774
visitors with a significant percentage from the EMEA countries.
An international success!
More than ever Emballage revealed itself to be the hub where
demand and supply meet. Despite the difficult economic
situation, this 40th birthday distinguished itself by the high
attendance of visitors from emerging markets and visitors in
search of the latest innovative products developed in the more mature countries.

Angelo Ventura - Regional Sales Manager,
Silvia Toffolon - Customer Service Representative,
Simone Baldin - Export Area Manager

In order to learn more about the food and beverage companies’ technological breakthroughs,
Emballage dedicated a space area gathering the quintessence of the exhibitors’ most innovative
products called Pack Innovation. A Committee of 12 packaging experts coming from the biggest international groups in their sectors
(Carrefour, Laboratoires Boiron, Charal, Coca-Cola, Danone, Eco-Emballages, L’Oréal, Nestlé, Nicolas Feuillatte Champagne, Mars, Renault,
Sanofi) and an international panel of journalists made their selection this year on the basis of corporate social and environmental responsibility.
Part of the “2012 Official Selection” Ti’s new eco adhesive tape made from BoPLA
NATIVIA™ films, converted by Logo Tape GmbH, was presented together with 45
other innovative products in the Pack Innovation Area. A platform that really created
a high interest and brought numerous professionals and journalists on the Ti stand in
hall 6. Broadcasted by Emballage-TV,
Simone Baldin released an interview in
French now available on our website
www.ti-films.com.

This is the 2nd prize won by this product this year. Last March, AIMCAL (US) bestowed Ti
with a “Sustainability Award”. This recognition from our peers reinforces our dedication
to further broaden our offering of alternative solutions improving the sustainability of
modern packaging.
EXTENDO™, a new line of high barrier films, was also particularly popular to the professionals
from the food industry. EXTENDO™ combines the advantages of BOPP films with the barrier
performance typical of other high barrier polymers, providing innovative solutions for
packaging weight reduction, improved recyclability, reduced environmental impact, better
Aroma barrier and protection against mineral oil. Typical applications
include the food market, packaging processes, medical and pharmaceutical
market and secondary packaging.
Our comprehensive range of films for labels also attracted valuable potential
contacts. To sum up, considering the number and particularly the quality of
the contacts during these 4 days, the feeling has been of a fruitful time.
Good job Emballage!

Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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NATIVIA LogoTape
Pack Innovation

PRODUCT FOCUS
THE BARRIER FILM COMPANY

EUROPE

High barrier EXTENDO™

Lidding Films for Modified Atmosphere Packaging (MAP)
High Barrier flexible packaging in combination with modified
atmosphere or vacuum is one of the most successful and
cost-efficient solutions to extend the shelf life of food
products. With fast growing segments like ready-to-eat
and processed foods, finding such technology is the ideal
packaging solution.
If we look at MAP in combination with flexible packaging
films, we can distinguish among the following technologies:
• Thermoform-fill-seal and preformed tray and lidding
film
• Horizontal and vertical form fill seal
In this issue of Ti’s newsletter we will focus on the Tray and
Lid technology where the machines produce packaging
formed by a semi-rigid tray hermetically sealed by a flexible
lid material. Air is removed by vacuum and replaced with
a mixture of gases, whose composition varies according to
the product packed to selectively meet the preservation
requirements of specific food. The semi-rigid tray can
either be thermoformed in-line with the filling and sealing
operation, starting from a flat sheet (thermoforming), or
made off-line with thermoforming or injection molding
technology. In this application, the role of packaging is to
make sure that the mix of gases remains within the pack and
that outside air does not enter it.

Typical lidding filmic structures are laminates consisting
of a barrier substrate and a sealing web:
• BOPET+PE
• BOPET+PE/PP(with and without EVOH)
• BOPET coated + PE/PP
• PA or BOPA + PE/PP
Thanks to proprietary multilayer extrusion and sequential
orientation technology, EXTENDO™ solutions for lidding
offer possibilities for:
• Replacement of barrier laminates with a heat sealable
barrier monofilm, transparent: EXTENDO™ XLDM (PEsealant) and EXTENDO™ XLMH (PP-sealant). Both films
provide high transparency and gloss, tight seals and excellent
drum effect and can be used directly, without additional
converting
• Replacement of mixed laminates with mono-material,
fully recyclable PP laminates: EXTENDO™ XTMH (OTR <
15cc/m2/day) and EXTENDO™ XTMU (OTR < 3cc/m2/day)
can be laminated to peel cast PP to protect print, improve
puncture resistance and achieve easy opening.

Key material properties are:
• Gas barrier
• Compatibility with food
• Capability to stand packaging and distribution process
• Transparency
• Strong and hermetic seal
• Appeal for the consumer
Most common polymers used for the trays include:
• PE, PP (in combination with a barrier polymer, i.e. EVOH)
• APET (in combination with EVOH and PE to provide
higher barrier and seal ability)

www.ex-tendo.com
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Comparative tests confirm:
EXTENDO™ and NATIVIA™ films
provide excellent barrier against mineral oils
A recent study conducted by the
European Food Safety Authority (EFSA
http://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/
press/news/120606.htm) reports that
exposure to Mineral oil hydrocarbons
(MOH) via packaging and some foods may
pose a human health hazard, and suggests
to implement measures to assess and

monitor the risk from these substances.
For the moment being this statement
has not led to dedicated regulation by
the European Commission, although the
risk assessment body confirmed that
recycled paperboard in food packaging
- particularly without barrier liners - is
likely to be a major source of exposure to
MOHs and highlighted that some breads
and grains contain the highest levels of
the mixtures. MOH include a wide group
of blends of hydrocarbons containing
thousands of chemical compounds, all
with different structures and sizes.

leaching into foods.
Other sources are printing inks and
additives used in the manufacture of
plastics, such as lubricants and adhesives.
Food additives and processing aids also
contribute to levels of saturated mineral
oils (MOSHs), along with release agents
for bakery products, sugar products and
oils for surface treatment of rice and
confectionery. When contamination
comes from MOHs migrating from
packaging to the food, there are two
available remedies:
- Remove the source of MOHs (i.e. replace
recycled paper and board with virgin)
- Include functional barriers to the
packaging, to prevent migration of MOHs
into food
In order to have a clear picture of
the situation, Taghleef Industries has
commissioned a comparative test to the
Fraunhofer Research Institute, comparing
the barrier performance of various
packaging films against 15 different
mineral oil substances. As you can see

The two main categories assessed as
part of the study were ‘aromatic’ and
‘saturated’ MOHs. Each presents different
potential problems; aromatic mixtures
may be carcinogenic while saturated
forms of the chemical can accumulate in
the body and cause liver damage.
Recent concerns came after Swiss
scientists found that MOHs from inks
contained in recycled paperboard were
Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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from the table below, standard clear
BOPP films show very high permeation
rates. Metalised BOPP shows an
improvement, with factor 2 to 3 lower
permeation rate for some of the
substances versus clear BOPP, but is still
far from being considered a “barrier”
film in this sense.
On the other hand, EXTENDO™ and
NATIVIA™ films have demonstrated
permeation rates close or below the
detection limit of the test unit, a
performance comparable to that of
BOPET film, which was also included
in the tests and which is commonly
considered as the best-in-class in terms
of barrier to MOHs.

If you require further information and
a full report of the test, please do not
hesitate to contact your Ti representative.
For those who are interested, the full
study conducted by EFSA can be found
on: http://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/
efsajournal/pub/2704.htm
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Coated Films now available from ti
In August 2012, Taghleef Industries signed an exclusive parternship
with INVICO SA for the production of coated BOPP and BOPLA
films, which will become part of the EXTENDO™ portfolio.
The latest generation of Swiss technology combined with the
cooperation of the best chemical companies in Europe, gives
both Ti and INVICO the confidence that the products offered
will meet the highest requirements of our customers. The project
started in 2010 and included the purchase and installation of two
modern production lines for coating films with a total capacity
of 12,000 t/y at INVICO’s facilities in Tarnowskie Gory, Poland.
Invico S.A. (formerly known as Pragma Trade S.A.) was established
in 2004 and has become an unquestionable leader of the Polish
market in the distribution of packaging films, supplying more than
300 customers. Since 2010 Invico focused its activity on high
barrier films and in consequence, decided to start the coating
production. The first line is already at work, dedicated to the
production of acrylic coated films, which will shortly be followed
by other innovative solutions.

The following films have been added to the EXTENDO™
portfolio and are available now:
EXTENDO™ XCTA (transparent, both sides acrylic coated)
EXTENDO™ XCTL (transparent, one side acrylic, one side
Low Temperature Seal)
EXTENDO™ XCTA (white voided, both sides acrylic coated)

Advanced technology for advanced market: LIH
In Mould Labelling for large injection moulded containers is becoming a more valued decoration technique. However, with the
increase in surface area to cover, along with the requirement for high visual impact, Ti have developed a specific film grade called LIH
to meet this growing sector. Predominantly, in this market segment, the label size dictates the label film characteristics.
Being that the standard lightweight IML films are to flimsy to be applied onto large containers LIH, characterised by a superior stiffness,
has been developed. Its micro voided structure together with the higher thickness of 70 µm provides the perfect combination to
satisfy the labelling needs. LIH, with its glossy finish after moulding, also allows a perfect spring-board to designers to release their
creative energy by using photographic quality images achievable through off-set printing.
Cakirlar Printing & Packaging, Istanbul is a Turkish printer who recently renewed their technology park with printing systems sensitive
to environmental protection. Cakirlar prefer LIH for use in household items and containers ranging in three to twenty litres in capacity.
IML decoration using LIH is perfect for use in all kinds of injection moulded objects such as, detergent and laundry containers, pots,
water buckets, decanters, plastic furniture, tables, kid’s desks and their toy containers where the objects enjoy superior graphic quality.
The labels can be printed using both conventional and UV offset systems (up to 7 colours),
with in-line water base varnish or UV lacquer.
“In the segment of large pails, LIH is an attractive
alternative to the traditionally used cast PP films”,
commented Printing Company Verstraete.

Cakirlar Printing & Packaging

The real metal look of Jotun pail, where LIH found its
application, is achieved by adding a metallised cold foil
onto the sheet-fed offset printed labels. Dizayn, another
Turkish offset printer, used LIH to decorate stools with
eye catching graphics.
Printing Company Verstraete
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Fachpack 2012 in Nuremberg/Germany
With more than 1,400 exhibitors
and 36,000 visitors participating at this
year’s Fachpack Exhibition in Nuremberg,
Fachpack is considered to be a trend setter
and important information platform for
the German converting, packaging and
processing industry.

The Taghleef Industries booth was slightly
larger than two years ago showcasing
NATIVIA™, EXTENDO™ and Ti’s packaging
and label films. There was a high interest
in product protection substrates such as
our EXTENDO™ barrier films range and

lots of new projects were discussed and
fixed during the show. It is obvious that
coextruded barrier films will make the
difference for many high end product
packaging and applications now and
in the future. Co-operations with Vogt
Foliendruck GmbH (www.vogt-druck.
de) and Rahning GmbH & Co. KG (www.
rahning.de) for IML applications have
been arranged to display the process
chain of IML production to finished
goods, such as containers/buckets. Vogt

printed three different designs on our
transparent IML film LIT 55 to be applied

to a transparent container/bucket made
by Jokey (www.jokey.com). These “no label
look-containers” handed out containing
sweets and the “little give away” attracted
visitors from all generations. Rahning
printed our white voided IML BOPP LIM
45 for Yoghurt cups. LIM 45 µm together
with the special lacquer developed
by Rahning was used for the full cover
decoration of yoghurt cups, moulded
by Weidenhammer. The yoghurt cup
labels are seamlessly overlapped and
cover the whole shape, enabling a full
print coverage. The TiGER team is glad
to confirm that the participation at
Fachpack 2012 was a great success, with
Ti already registered for Fachpack 2013.
Thanks to all participants and supporters
for making the event a great success…to
be continued…”

New NATIVIA™ & EXTENDO™ Product Portfolios
Ti has expanded its handy pocket booklets range
(Synoptic table, Food & Other Applications and
Label applications) to include NATIVIA™,
PLA film based & EXTENDO™,high barrier BoPP
films version. To obtain your printed copy, please
contact the Sales Manager in your area.

Forthcoming Events:

Environmental Report
Ti SpA (Italy) has released its first environmental
report, available on our website www.ti-films.com,
testimony to our many years of concrete measures
to limit the environmental impact of our production
chain. The aim of this document is to inform the
stakeholders about the targets already achieved,
the medium terms
objectives to be
achieved and to
communicate
its
clear environmental
strategy for the
years to come.

Ti will present as a main
sponsor of

Biofach, Nuremberg,
Germany
13-16 February 2013
Stand hall 7/7 -619

Auspack Sydney
7-10 May 2013
Show grounds
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Propack 2013
Johannesburg
South Africa
12-15 March 2013
Expo Centre, Nasrec,

Label Summit
Indonesia 2013 Bali
29-30 May 2013
Westin Resort Nusa Dua

Decorative Surface
Conference Radisson Blu
Hotel, Berlin
Germany
12-13 March 2013
Ti speaker Ron Rodeck
(SYNDECOR) will present
a paper on “Advancements
in OPP-based decorative
laminates”
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